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One Important feature of length-
freq uency data that Is usually Ignored
when data are collected for subsequent
estimation of growth and various re-
lated parameter estimates is that
length-frequency data are necessarily

collected with gears that are always
selective for certain sizes. This fea-

ture often resu Its In length-frequency
samp les that cannot be used to extract
growth and mortality parameter est 1-
mat e s, for example in the case of data
samp I ed by means of a g fli net. On the
other hand, It Is usually poss Ib Ie to
extract growth and mortality parameter
estimates from length-frequency data
o bt a I n ed u sin g t raw Is, Dan Ish s e I n e s
and similar gears. These estimates
w I II usually be bl ased, however, be-
cause of some residual selection and

other effects. A method Is presented
here which allows for a partial correc-
tion of such biases, as related to the

estimation of growth parameters (Loo
and K) using the ELEFAN I program.

Before presenting the method, it
Is necessary, however, to Introduce a
few concepts related to gear select Ion
and related processes. First we should
d I st I n g u I sh bet ween recru I tment .!2. 1!.

Qear (or fishery) and selection h1!.
Qear. The first process refers to the
fact that the youngest stages of fish
(eggs, larvae and early Juveniles)
usually do not occur over the same
grounds as the adu Its, and that these
early stages "recruit" (I.e. migrate),
usually upon reaching a certain size,
to the fishing grounds (and hence to
the gear used In a given fishery).
Th Is process Is usually represented by
a S-shaped curve, with fish of Increas-
Ing size having an Increasing probabil-
Ity of being recruited (Fig. 1).
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Se lect Ion by a gear ref ers to-the
fact that certain fish sizes are better
retained than others. In the case of

trawls, Danish seines and some other
gears, this process Is usually repre-
sented by a log I st Ic curve, with very
small fish being almost uncatchab Ie In
the gear, middle-sized fish having a
moderate probability of being retained
by the ge a r , wh I I e v I r t u a I I Y a I I the
larger fish are retained (see Fig. 1).

Sin ce 0 n I y th 0 se f Ish can be
caught that have previously been
recru Ited, what a gl ven gear actually
catches Is given for each length class
by the fraction of the total stock
recruited multlpled by the fraction
selected (or: probability of being
recru Ited x probab I I I ty of be I ng
selected). The curve obtained as the

product of a recru Itment and a selec-
tion curve Is called a "resultant
curve" (Gulland 1983, p 127). (In ear-
lier version of the ELEFAN programs and
publications based thereon, resultant
curves were referred to as "selection

patterns").

It has been shown In a previous

article (Pauly 1984) how a resultant
curve can be derived from a length-
converted catch curve and an estimate

of natural mortality. The feature of
resultant curves of Interest here Is

that they can be used to correct
length-frequency data such that Im-
proved growth parameter estimates can
be 0 bt a I n e d . The pro c e d u rei s a s
follows:

(I) create a length-freque.ncy data
file ("A") using your version of
ELEFAN 0,

(ll>estlmate preliminary values
and K (and of WP and C If

oscillates seasonally)
ELEFAN I,

( I I f) de r I v e a I e n g t h-con vert ed catch
curve, using ELEFAN II, based on
fIl e A, and t he growth parameters
estimated In (f 1>,

(Iv)use the catch curve routine of
ELEFAN II to derive a "selectIon
pattern" (I.e. a resultant curve),

(v) In each sample, divide each
frequency value In file A by the
probab I I Ity of capture correspond-
Ing to the appropriate length.

of L 00

gr owt h
using
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The new f I Ie thus created may be
named "ACORR".

(v I) use f I I e A CO R R too bt a Inn ew

growth parameter estimates. (See

Fig. 2 for an example).
(vlf) use f fie A and new growth

parameter estimates (obtained In
v I) to der I ve anew catch curve

with ELEFAN II and go to (If I)

for a second pass If necessary).

Th Is Iterat I ve proced ure - wh I ch

I n most cases wo n 't r eq u I re more th an

one pass to marked Iy Improve growth

parameter estimates - usually results
In an Increase and a decrease In the

estimates of K and Leo respectively.
It appears, In fact, that th Is proce-

dure almost completely compensates for
the tendency of ELEFAN I to underes-

t Imate K and overest Imate Leo' espe-
cI ally when a vers Ion of th Is program

Is used which allows Leo to be smaller

than the largest fish In the data file.

(See Pauly 1986; Brey and Pauly 1986).
Three practical aspects of this

procedure need brief comments.
1. The division In (v) of the fre-

quencies by the corresponding probabll-

It I es of capture and the creat Ion of a

new "corrected f I Ie" are best Imp le-
mented as a routine of ELEFAN O.

2. Care must be taken to provide a

lower limit for the probability of cap-

ture utilized, such that the highest

freq uency In f I Ie "A", divided by the

lowest probab I II ty of capture ut II I zed,

doesn't lead to a number higher than

can be handled by your ver'Slon of
ELEFAN o. Thus, If your version of
ELEF AN 0 uses I nteQers to express the

frequencies, the highest number that
can be hand led w III be 32767. Th Is can

be achieved by (a) not allowing entry

of probabilities say >0.001, and by In-
cluding an Internal error trap which

provides an upper limit for the cor-

rected frequency. Th Is proced ure w I II
cause a negl Iglb Ie bl as on Iy, because
ELEFAN I doesn't use the corrected

f r e que n c I es the ms e I ve s, but the
restructured (corrected) frequencies,
which are largely Independent of the
abso I ute he I Qht of the len gth-frequency
histograms.
3 . Not a I I the sam pIes I n f I Ie" A"
should be used to derive a resultant
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curve. Rather, as suggested by
Yahlaoul et al. (1986), the samples
used for such purposes shou I d be those
containing the smallest fishes, I.e.
those obtained during the recru Itment
season. Th Is wi II have the ef fect of
shifting the resultant curve to the
left, toward the selection curve proper
( n ot e t hat, how eve r, ~ a val I a b I e
samples should be used to obtain es-
timates of total mortality estimate In
(vII».

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The technique outlined above to

correct length-frequency data for In-

complete selection and/or Incomplete
recruitment based on a length-converted
catch curve derived from the data to be

corrected appears to have been first

proposed by Pauly and Sann Aung (1984),

who Implemented It with the ELEFAN I

"and II programs.
This straightforward method, which

has been verified by Hampton and MaJ-
kowski (In press) has rather beneficial

effects on growth parameter estimates,

In that It largely eliminates the
respective downward and upward biases

of K and Loo which have been associated
with the ELEFAN I program.

This point Implies that the over-

whelming majority of growth parameter

estimates already In the fishery
literature - for which such correction

have not been performed - should be

biased, some of them severely. This

problem has, to this author's

knowledge, never been addressed pre-
viously.

o nth e 0 the r h and , v a r Iou s.

critiques of the ELEFAN programs have

suggested to this author (and espe-

cially to others) that the ELEFAN
method, because It Is computer-based,

and because It makes It easy to es-

timate growth and related parameters

from length-frequency data, will con-
tribute to an uncritical attitude among

young Third World fishery scientists,
to a flood of erroneous analyses, to

misleading management advice, maybe
even to stock collapse as significant

as that of the North Sea herring.
Voi HI.
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Fig. 1. Definitions and interactions of recruit-
ment, selection and resultan.t curves. Note
that a given C value is simply the product
of the A x B values for the corresponding
length (U. Fig. 2. Left: growth curve for
Peruvian anchoveta. as derived from un-
corrected data. Center, upper figure: catch
curve, with backward projection as used to
estimate probabilities of resultant curve.
Center, lower figure: resultant curve, as used
to correct original length-frequency data.
Right: comparison of initial growth curve
(dotted line) with second growth curve
(solid line). Note steeper growth curve,
due to shift of. peaks toward the left (see
a Iso text).
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IN THE GULF OF ADEN

by
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P.D.R. of Yemen

and
S. Shaher

Centre for Marine Sciences and
Resources Research,Mlnlstry of Fish
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Introduction

Growth and mortality rates of
de mer s al and pel a g I c f Ish have be e n
stu dl ed I n the Gu I f of Aden (Edwards et

a I ., 1985) . The mo rt al I ty rates wer e
compared with calculations from the
formula of Pauly (1980a) where close
agreement was found. Beverton and Holt

(1959) proposed that Tmax' longevity In
years, was related to mortality rate In
curvl linear fash Ion. These relation-

ships have been examined for a variety
of fish In the Gulf of Aden.

Methods

Demersal and pelagic fish were
trawled during 580 hours from R/V Ibln
Mag I d, Ade n , and R/ V Dr. F rid t J 0 f Na n-
sen, Bergen. Fish were separated by
specfes, then measured and weighed.
Age was determined from sections of

vertebrae (Edwards et &., 1985). Mor-
tality rates were calculated from num-
bers of fish at age In random samp les
(Pauly, 1980b). This was compared with
the formula of Pauly (1980a):

log M = -0.0066 - 0.279 log Loo +
0.6543 log K + 0.4634 log T

where M Is the coefflcfent of natural

mort al I ty and L 00 and K are growth
parameters. The average water tempera-
ture, T, Is 280C In the Gulf of Aden.
Only data from unflshed areas have been
used In the results given here.
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Results

The va lues obt a I ned for K have been

plotted against values for Z In Fig 1.
Where length frequency data were Insuf-
ficient, values from Pauly (1980a) have
been used for an estimate of Z. The

h I g h val u e s 0 f K and Z were for sma I I
pelagic fish (e.g. oil sardines and
scads) whereas the low values were for

large demersal fish (e.g. groupers).
The relationship was linear, where

Z = 2.1 K.

In Fig. 2 the mortality coefficient Z
has been plotted against the maximum
observed age of 17 species of fish.
Included are points from the curve of
Beverton and Holt (1959). The re-

lationship appeared close, with a sug-
gestion that some demersal fish attain-
Ing more than 10 years of age had
higher mortal It les than the co I d water
fish cfted In Beverton and Holt (1959).

This agrees with Pauly (1980a), where
fish In warm waters were found to have

higher mortality rates than their cold
water counterparts.

Discussion

The relationship of K to Z agrees with
that of Beverton and Holt (1957) where

a first approximation of Z was proposed
as 2K. The small pelagic fish with
short life span had high values of Z

a r ou n d 1. 0 for a T m a x 0 f 5 yea r s ,
whereas larger demersal fish had values
of Z between 0.2 and 0.4 for life spans
between 12 and 21 years.

The good agreement with Pauly
(1980a) In Fig. 1 supports the estimate
of mortality using Loo, K and water
temperature. I tis al so suggested here
that the growth factor K alone may be
used for a first approximation of Z In

the Gulf of Aden, before Loo has been
accurately determined.
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